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MERMAID MARINE ISSUES IMPROVED EARNINGS GUIDANCE
Merma id Marine Australia Ltd (MMA) is pleased to announce that as a result of strong
ongoing demand in the last quarter it expects to generate higher than anticipated
earn ings for FY08.
The Company's previous guidance indicated that NPAT was expected to increase by at
least 25 per cent compared to the previous year. The MMA Board now expects the
grow1h in NPAT to be in the region of 40 per cent equating to a preta x profit of
approximately $25 million.
Commenting on the improved earn ings outlook , MMA Managing Director Mr. Jeff Weber
said :
"MMA has not experienced the softening in demand that is typically evident in the
latter part of the financial year as weather condit ions offshore tend to deteriorate.
"The strong demand has been driven by ongoing offshore construction activity
and the commencement of the Geokinetics' contract work .
"The three chartered vessels for Geokinetics are now in Australia and working
and the new vessel, Mermaid Discovery, is also working in Egypt .
"We also have early bookings for our vessels as we move into FY09 highlight ing
the cont inuing demand for our services .
"Activity on the Dampier Supply Base continues to be at historically high levels
and new drilling operations are expected to commence shortly out of our Broome
Supply Base operation ," he said .
MMA expects to take delivery of a new vessel during September 2008 and is currently in
discussions with a number of clients in relation to chartering of this vessel.
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